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KEY BENEFITS
• Effective asset management
• Easy to manage multiple asset locations
• Track all asset events
• Asset classification
• Scheduled maintenance
• Integrated systems

“It feels now like we are doing
the job we were employed
to do. We now have at our
fingertips the data we need to
analyse and produce for the
departments. We’re providing
them with a complete
breakdown of costs, and we’re
adding value to the numbers
that we’re producing.”
Michelle Mullins, Finance Manager, MediaWorks

Effectively maintaining customer assets or systems in many
or even remote locations, requires careful resource planning
and effective IT systems. The Greentree Asset Management
suite works in conjunction with the Greentree Customer
Support suite of software to provide a range of options for
organisations of any size.
Asset management

Asset classification

The Asset Management module caters for the tracking of
physical assets, including those within your organisation
and optionally any that are serviced at external locations.
External assets may include your own items, or those
that you have sold and now maintain under a warranty or
service contract agreed with your customer.

Classes of assets can be defined, allowing for the categorisation
of assets into groups as required.

Multiple asset locations
Multiple asset locations can be defined, and details of the
relevant maintenance contract can be specified per location,
if the Maintenance Contracts module is being used. Asset
Management keeps track of whom the asset belongs to and
who is using it. The asset’s current location and status are
available throughout.

Track all asset events
All asset events are automatically tracked, including actions
such as putting the asset on loan, repair or service, as well
as reconfiguring or disposal of the asset. Manual events or
actions can also be entered.

Classes define the nature of the asset included in the class,
such as ‘must link to a Fixed Asset’ or ‘must have a Serial
Number’. In addition, classes allow for asset allocation to
maintenance contracts based on class, as well as reporting.

Scheduled maintenance
Regular maintenance work can be scheduled and service
requests automatically generated by the system as
milestones are passed. You can base the scheduled
maintenance of physical assets on usage, and this may
include the number of hours a machine has been used, or
the kilometres travelled, or simply a maintenance cycle,
such as quarterly. The scheduled maintenance
cycle is linked against the asset and used to automatically
generate Service Requests based on the selected cycle.

WHY Greentree?
Many software packages come with add-ons,
compromises and half-hearted solutions.
Greentree believes you need the reassurance of business
software that is both comprehensive and integrated, breaking
down barriers and powering you to get on with business.
Responsive and flexible, Greentree provides you with a wide
variety of modules and sub-modules rarely found in other
packages. You switch on the pieces you need, effectively
matching the system to fit your business. As your business
evolves, Greentree grows with you.
Exploit its accuracy in business metrics; challenge its
capability to deliver insightful information. Greentree
eradicates long, complicated tasks and effortlessly manages
change, to help grow business potential.
Whatever the need, Greentree gives you choices that are
cost-effective and proven. Thousands of companies, large
and small, have at their fingertips Greentree’s simple, smart
thinking that empowers better decisions, better prospects.
And, with a partnership network that spans many countries,
Greentree is totally accessible. Your unique needs will drive
the way Greentree and its partners respond to you. If the
only thing missing from this equation is your business, then
get in touch – after all, three heads are better than one.

Get ready to be primed for business.

Service & Asset Management is only one part
of Greentree. Click on the Gateway to see the
comprehensive suite of products.

